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ABSTRACT

This paper describes, discusses and reflects how a second-year Engineering Design project in a Mechanical Engineering bachelor’s programme has been ‘gamified’ by introducing ‘playful’ elements into the
course (which already incorporates Problem-Based and Project-Oriented Learning). One of the aims
for reorganising the course has been to intensify its immersive character. Conducting the project in the
form of a Serious Game also helped to place emphasize on the inevitable necessity of considering economic efficiency in the design process. Thus, the course provided a free space for experiencing personally that development should not necessarily strive for the technically best solution but for one that is
largely accepted by the market and thus invited students to explore the perspectives of different stakeholders in the design process. Therefore, this paper gives an overview of Game-Based Learning in
higher education, presents exemplarily how a design-related project course can be reorganised as a Serious Game, provides indications for the inclusion of measurable project out-comes in the course grading, and shares experiences made during the supervision of the course.
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1 INTRODUCTION
This article reports on the continuous development of a lecture series in Engineering Design over a span
of the last ten years. Problem-Based Learning was – as it has been in many other universities – the core
that helped to put the students in the centre of the learning process. Initially, we started to investigate
the beneficial effects of Project-Oriented Learning [1]. Later we have expanded the idea to allow the
students to gain Design-Build-Test experiences [2, 3]. The introduction of testing own designs also
opened a door in the assessment of learning outcomes in the way that students can get feedback directly
from their product (and do not rely uniquely on the educator’s judgement anymore) [4, 5]. This equally
effects the way in which we, as educators can reflect the alignment of the learning assessment with the
desired learning outcomes [6]. Recently, we have studied how students perceive the differences in these
learning approaches [7]. Now, we want to enlarge the framework when we add a playful element in our
Engineering Design projects and explore Game-Based Learning.
2 PUTTING PLAYFULNESS INTO LEARNING ACTIVITIES
Unfortunately, trying to fathom scientifically what playing is exactly, what distinguishes a serious game
from a casual one and how education can take pedagogic advantage of using game elements comes near
to facing the ‘Babel problem’ [8]. The following sections are an attempt to define the basic terms.
2.1 An ancient socio-cultural technique: playing and gaming
What are games? The word ‘game’ itself is used in everyday language as well as in the terminology of
diverse professions with a great wealth of nuances. Therefore, it is advisable to lay down first what is
meant by a ‘game’ in the context of this contribution.
Built on the theories of the Dutch cultural philosopher and historian Johan Huizinga [9], the French sociologist Roger Caillois [10] distinguishes between playing and gaming, see Figure 1. Both concepts
can be seen as the two poles of a continuum of various forms of playing. At one end, Caillois places
rather unstructured and spontaneous activities (that express a certain playfulness) for which he uses the
Ancient Greek word παιδιά (paidia, meaning playing). At the other end of the continuum, he refers to
structured activities with explicit rules by the Latin word ludus (meaning gaming). Based on a comprehensive synopsis of these two and many other authors, Salen Tekinbaş and Zimmerman [11] give a
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‘more technical’ definition of what a game is. They define a game to be ‘a system in which players
engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules, that results in a quantifiable outcome’.

Figure 1. Play and game as antagonistic concepts

A further characterisation marks off four elementary forms of play, described by the Ancient Greek
terms agon (ἀγών), alea (ἀλέα), mimesis (μίμησις) and ilinx (ιλιγξ), see Figure 2. Agon relates to a competitive element. Alea adds chance. Mimesis (or mimicry) involves role-playing. And ilinx – the Greek
word for ‘whirlpool’ – designates the loss-of-control (in the sense of altering perception).

Figure 2. Forms of play

Design contests are good examples for academic attempts of introducing agonistic elements in Design
Education [12, 13]. The authors also observe that this whirls the competing participants round (ilinx)
and engages them in the contest.
2.2 The reunion of action and thought: serious games
Abt [14] differentiates between games that ‘may be played seriously or casually’. For games that ‘have
an explicit and carefully thought-out educational purpose and are not intended to be primarily for amusement’ he coined the term serious games. Abt also draws attention to the fact that ‘even relatively simple
[…] games are sufficiently rich in content to provide different levels of learning simultaneously’. Accordingly, slow learners can focus on rather ‘concrete, static elements of the game’. Whereas, moderately fast learners will be able to ‘develop […] cause and effect chains and attempt to apply them’. And
the most advanced learners will concurrently pursue several strategic options in ‘parallel causal chains’.
2.3 Sugaring the pill: Game-Based learning
The term gamification simply refers to the use of game elements in non-game contexts [15]. When game
elements are brought into education with the intention of activating learning, the resulting pedagogy is
called Game-Based Learning.
In other scientific domains, gamification has led to numerous educational applications in the past – such
as business simulations and interactive healthcare games. But in the field of Engineering Design there
was previously still little use of Game-Based Learning. Some examples from literature include teaching
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Knowledge Management [16], Eco-design [17, 18], Product-Service Systems [19], Innovation Processes
[20] and Lean Product Development [21].
3

FRAMEWORKS

3.1 Course description
DHBW Cooperative State University offers engineering education programmes that markedly promote
alternative learning approaches. Expressed in accredited workload, Engineering Design takes an important position throughout the whole three-year long bachelor’s programme in Mechanical Engineering. This article reports on a third semester lecture on Machine Elements that is supplemented by an
Engineering Design Project. Technically, the course focuses inter alia on metal springs and the dimensioning of shafts.
3.2 Learning objectives
In previous work, we have already pointed out beneficial effects of student-centred learning approaches
[1] involving design-build-test experiences [2, 3]. In addition to previous objectives, the ‘gamification’
of the Engineering Design Project aims at making our students.
− engage more thoroughly
(intensifying the immersive character of the course)
− consider economic efficiency
− explore the perspectives of different stakeholders
in the design process, cf. Figure 3.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Learning objectives: a) Immersion in the task, b) learning to sell ideas
and c) role-swapping

3.3 Methodology
In the set-up of our course we already gained the most distinctive change towards student-centred learning by formulating open-ended problems that resemble real-world applications. Problem-Based Learning therefore is a platform on which the other learning approaches we use are piled on top of each other,
see Figure 4. Project orientation adds group collaboration but still students persist in experiencing design
projects where nothing is built (‘virtual’ projects) as an artificial paper-chase game. The main pedagogic
gain from Design-Build-Test experiences is that the experiments enable the students to learn from own
mistakes. ‘Gamifying’ our course hopefully intensifies interactions between students as they have to
‘play’ different roles in the design process.

Figure 4. Learning approach hierarchy
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Figure 5. Learning approaches
in the E&PDE conference proceedings

This graduation of learning approaches also seems to exist within the research presented at the E&PDE
conference, cf. Figure 5. Among the totality of 1305 publications currently accessible in the publication’s repository [22] of the Design Society, the vast majority of those that address learning approaches
are dealing with Problem-Based (36) and Project-Oriented Learning (60). Design-Build-Test experiences (including experiential learning) attract far less interest (30). In comparison, Game-Based Learning (16) rather is the wallflower among the learning approaches.
4 IMPLEMENTATIONS
In last year’s autumn term, the course was attended by 63 students from three classes with different
specialisation (Engineering Design and Process Engineering). In the Engineering Design Project, students worked in ten mixed-up teams. In the design brief, we asked the students to develop a device for
winding up helical compression springs (of a given size 0.63 x D x 20), see Figure 6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6. a) Student concept [23] and b) CAD model [24] of a spring winder

Project planning was governed by tight time constraints, cf. Figure 7. It made the students go through a
whole product development process within eight weeks only. Briefings (represented by open symbols
in the project plan) generally have been given just one week before the corresponding milestone (filled
symbols) was due. The project was structured according to the V model [25] which describes a generic
procedure for designing systems in a cross-domain approach. The strength of the V model is that it
forces to check the progress made in the design continuously.

Figure 7. Project plan

One characteristic feature of the game-based project was that the teams swapped roles after half of the
time. First, all teams were developing their spring winder (corresponding milestones marked by ‘diamonds’ in the project plan). Later, they assumed the role of a company that orders the device and manufactures springs with it (milestones denoted by upright squares).
Thus, the purchase decision from the ordering party had to be made solely on basis of the product documentation that the developers furnished. It was only one week later that the spring winders had to be
produced by additive manufacturing (fused filament fabrication). Also, the dimensioning of the elastic
properties of the spring that the producer of the device has made at the beginning of the project was
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validated when the ‘buyer’ of the device tested if the spring complies with the mutually agreed requirements at the end of the project, see Figure 8b. In the same way, practical testing also revealed that the
concepts of the ten groups differed widely in terms of manufacturing time, see Figure 8a.

(a)
(b)
Figure 8. Video-selfie [26]: a) verifying the manufacturing time for winding the spring
and b) testing the travel of the spring under specified load

5 CONCLUSIONS
The paper outlined how a design-related course has been ‘gamified’. Of course, a single run is not
enough to draw final conclusions. But what we already can say is that the game character kindled a lot
of enthusiasm among the students and made some nearly forget (caught in an enormous ilinx) that their
assignment is just a simulation of the design process. Competition between the teams (agonistic element)
also incited motivation to create innovative solutions. Role repartition (mimesis) between a developing
and an ordering party helped to find out that solutions in general should not be too complicated but
always a compromise between technical feasibility and customer request.
Game-Based Learning also opened new doors for learning assessment – putting students (and not teachers) in the active role of exploring why some solutions work better than others. Especially the number
of orders that a team got (or did not get) from other teams gave honest and sustainable feedback in an
n-to-n relationship. Discussions of that cardinality are much richer than a judgement that an educator
can ever make.
Naturally, games also incite discussions on decisions that some find to be aleatory. In last year’s cohort
a student for example refused (temporarily but very resolutely) to accept it as an engineering task not
only to execute calculations but also to reflect on what is necessary to calculate. But in respect to our
research, we are chuffed to record that this criticism rather concerned traditional grading of a report.
However, measurables from the game, such as the cost-income-ratio for the device manufacturer and
for the ‘spring winder’, that have been included in the grading, were generally very well-accepted by
the participants.
Obviously, there is still more to discover on how novice designers can gain practice through serious
games. Future research will therefore be directed towards investigating the students’ perception of serious games in a comparative survey.
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